ALPS OutdoorZ Now Offers Bino Harness X and Upland Game Vest X in Extra Large

NEW HAVEN, Mo. – In an effort to expand the consumer base of the widely successful Extreme Pack line, ALPS OutdoorZ is proud to announce an additional size offering of two popular products: the Bino Harness X and the Upland Game Vest X are now available in Extra Large.

“These products have launched successfully with overwhelming positive feedback, and we wanted the ability to offer them to a wider audience. Adding these new sizes is another way to keep the Extreme line momentum, and get our products into the hands of more users,” says Zach Scheidegger, ALPS OutdoorZ Product Manager.

The Bino Harness X – XL is a new spin on a classic design. The new size features larger overall dimensions of the main pocket—6.5 inches x 7 inches x 2.75 inches—to accommodate larger optics, while continuing to offer the same innovative features of the original Bino Harness X design. Whether scouting or hunting, the Bino Harness X - XL offers the perfect solution for western hunters carrying large optics.

Joining the Bino Harness X -XL is the Upland Game Vest X –XL, which features a larger waist belt range: 40 inches to 64 inches. The XL gives the hunter four more inches of padded waist belt adjustment, allowing the shell pockets to be easily accessible. The additional size also features a larger game bag, which could be appealing to outfitters carrying additional birds.

ALPS OutdoorZ is excited to provide the additional size of the already popular items, allowing more consumers to experience the premium products the Extreme line has to offer. To learn more about the Bino Harness X -XL and the Upland Game Vest X – XL and all of the products in the ALPS OutdoorZ Extreme line, please visit http://outdoorz.alpsbrands.com/products/extreme.

ALPS OutdoorZ, an ALPS Brands Company
Beginning in 1993 with the establishment of ALPS Mountaineering, ALPS Brands is a continuously growing and expanding group of companies dedicated to developing and manufacturing high quality, performance-driven outdoor products. Currently making up the ALPS Brands family of companies are ALPS Mountaineering, ALPS OutdoorZ, Cedar Ridge, Browning Camping and Hunting Blinds.

Using the experience and knowledge gained from manufacturing high quality camping and backpacking gear under ALPS Mountaineering, ALPS Brands established ALPS OutdoorZ in 2007 with the mission of developing affordable, performance-driven hunting gear. Ten years after releasing their first group of hunting products, ALPS OutdoorZ has grown to offer packs, furniture, gun cases, sleeping bags, ground blinds and waterfowl gear. Brought together by a shared passion for wildlife and conservation, ALPS OutdoorZ is a proud sponsor and licensee of Delta Waterfowl, RMEF and NWTF products. ALPS OutdoorZ items are sold and distributed in the best camping, backpacking and outdoor dealers throughout the entire US and Canada. For more information, please visit www.alpsoutdoorz.com.
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